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The beta-induced Alfvén eigenmode �BAE� in toroidal plasmas is studied using global gyrokinetic
particle simulations. The BAE real frequency and damping rate measured in the initial perturbation
simulation and in the antenna excitation simulation agree well with each other. The real frequency
is slightly higher than the ideal magnetohydrodynamic �MHD� accumulation point frequency due to
the kinetic effects of thermal ions. Simulations with energetic particle density gradient show
exponential growth of BAE with a growth rate sensitive to the energetic particle temperature and
density. The nonperturbative contributions by energetic particles modify the mode structure and
reduce the frequency relative to the MHD theory. The finite Larmor radius effects of energetic
particles reduce the BAE growth rate. Benchmarks between gyrokinetic particle simulation and
hybrid MHD-gyrokinetic simulation show good agreement in BAE real frequency and mode
structure. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3498761�

I. INTRODUCTION

In tokamaks experiments, the Alfvén eigenmodes, such
as the toroidal Alfvén eigenmode1 �TAE� and �-induced
Alfvén eigenmode �BAE�,2,3 are a major concern because
they can be easily destabilized by energetic particles through
wave-particle interaction and can cause the loss of the ener-
getic particles. The BAE frequency is around the �-induced
gap of the Alfvén continuum4,5 in the toroidal geometry,
which is on the order of the thermal ion transit frequency.6

Thus, the BAE has strong interaction with both thermal ions
and energetic particles.7 Theoretically, the BAE frequency is
due to the finite compressibility induced by the geodesic cur-
vature of the equilibrium magnetic field, together with the
plasma pressure.5,6,8 The BAE is observed in various toka-
maks with energetic particles,2,9 strong tearing mode
activity,10–13 and ion cyclotron resonant heating.14 Several
theories have been proposed to explain the excitation of os-
cillations with the BAE frequency, such as Alfvén eigen-
mode,4 kinetic ballooning mode �KBM�,15 energetic particle
mode,16–18 hybrid mode between Alfvénic and KBM,19 and
magnetic island-induced free energy.20 The BAE damping
effect is also investigated through numerical solution.21

Meanwhile, the relation between BAE and the electrostatic
geodesic acoustic mode22 �GAM� have also been dis-
cussed,7,23–25 which shows that the kinetic theory is needed
to correctly describe the BAE physics.

Although there have been extensive works on BAE
through experimental and theoretical studies, few works
have been reported on BAE simulations26 and nonlinear
studies. In this work, using the electromagnetic gyrokinetic
toroidal code �GTC�,27,28 we carry out gyrokinetic particle

simulation of the BAE for the first time. GTC has been suc-
cessfully applied to the simulations of magnetohydrodyna-
mic �MHD� modes such as TAE,29 reversed shear Alfvén
eigenmode �RSAE�,30 and GAM.31,32 Here, we successfully
excite the BAE in GTC simulations both by an antenna ex-
citation and by energetic particle density gradient. The an-
tenna excitation method, which is also used in tokamak
experiments,33–35 enables us to accurately measure the BAE
frequency, damping rate, and mode structure for verifying
GTC simulation of the BAE excited by the energetic par-
ticles. We find that the BAE frequency at small q �q is the
safety factor� is slightly higher than the BAE accumulation
point frequency and also higher than the theoretical
prediction.8,23,24,26 The energetic particle excitation shows an
exponential growth of the BAE. Comparisons between the
antenna excitation and the energetic particle excitation show
that the BAE frequency excited by the energetic particles has
a small downshift. The BAE frequency in both antenna and
energetic particle excitation varies slightly with the plasma �
and k��i �� is the ratio between plasma pressure and mag-
netic pressure and k� and �i are the poloidal wave number
and thermal ion Larmor radius, respectively�. The BAE
growth rate in the energetic particle excitation is sensitive to
the energetic particle temperature and density. Furthermore,
we find that nonperturbative contributions by the energetic
particles modify the BAE mode structure and frequency rela-
tive to the ideal MHD theory. The finite Larmor radius ef-
fects of the energetic particles reduce the BAE growth rate.
Benchmarks between GTC and a hybrid MHD-gyrokinetic
code XHMGC

26,36 show that the results of the two codes agree
well on the frequency and mode structure, which provides a
further verification of the gyrokinetic particle simulation of
BAE.
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The paper is organized as follows: GTC formulation is
presented in Sec. II. In Sec. III, BAE excitation by antenna
and energetic particles are investigated. Benchmarks be-
tween GTC and XHMGC are shown in Sec. IV. Section V is
the summary.

II. GTC FORMULATION FOR BAE SIMULATION

In the GTC formulation, both thermal and energetic ions
are described by the nonlinear gyrokinetic equation37

��t + Ẋ · �+ v̇����f��X,�,v�,t� = 0, �1�

Ẋ = v�

B

B0
+ vE + vc + vg, �2�

v̇� = −
B�

m�B0
· �� � B0 + Z� � ��� −

Z�

m�c
�t�A� . �3�

Here, all perturbed quantities ��A� ,��� are gyro-averaged. �
stands for thermal ions �i� or energetic particles �f�. Z� and
m� are the charge and mass of species �, respectively. B
=B0+�B, where B0 and �B are the equilibrium part and the
perturbed part of the magnetic field, respectively, B�=B0
+B0v� /	�� 
b0+�B, and �B=�
 ��A�b0�. 	� is the cy-
clotron frequency of species �. The E
B drift vE, curvature
drift vc and grad-B drift vg are given by

vE =
cb0 
 ���

B0
, �4�

vc =
v�

2

	�

� 
 b0, �5�

vg =
�

m�	�

b0 
 �B0. �6�

Electrons are treated using the fluid-kinetic hybrid electron
model.28,38–40 In the lowest order, electron response is adia-
batic and can be described by the fluid continuity equation
by taking moments of Eq. �1� in the drift-kinetic limit
�k��e=0�

− i��ne + B0 · ��n0�ve�

B0
�

=
1

me	e
b0 
 ���Pe� + �Pe�� ·

�B0

B0
− B0vE · �� n0

B0
�

+ n0vE ·
�B0

B0
. �7�

Here, �Pe� =	mv�
2�fedv and �Pe�=	�B0�fedv. According to

Eqs. 19 and 20 of Ref. 28, �Pe� =�Pe�=n0e��eff in the low-
est order for uniform and isotropic plasmas. Here, n0 is the
background electron density and ��eff is the effective
potential representing the parallel electric field, i.e.
�E� =−b0 ·���eff. Meanwhile,

��A�

c � t
= b0 · ��� − �E� . �8�

For uniform background plasma, n0e��eff=�neTe in the low-
est order ��ne is the perturbed electron density�. Nonlinear
terms are dropped in Eq. �7� for the linear simulation of
BAE. The system is closed with the gyrokinetic Poisson’s
equation41

Zi
2ni

Ti
��� − ��̃� = 


�=e,i,f
Z��n� �9�

and the parallel Ampère’s law

4�

c
e�ve� =

4�

c
�Zi�vi� + Zf�v f�� − ��

2 �A� , �10�

where ��̃ is defined as the second gyrophase-averaged
potential.42

Next, we show that the system of Eqs. �1�–�10� can re-
cover the ideal MHD results in the long wavelength limit
�k��i1, �i=vi /	i� and when ignoring all kinetic effects.
In this case, �E� =−b0 ·���−��A� /c� t=0 and Eq. �9� be-
comes

�� · �����

vA
2 � = −

4�

c2 �− e�ne + Zi�ni + Zf�nf� , �11�

where vA=B /�4�nimi is the Alfvén velocity. By using Eq.
�7� for all species and Eq. �10�, we can get,

�2�� · �����

vA
2 � − i�

4�

c
� · �b0

B0

 � · �P�

= − B0 · �� 1

B0
�2�b0 · ���� , �12�

with �P=�Pe+�Pi+�P f and �P�=�P��b0b0+�P���I
−b0b0� in the drift-kinetic limit. The charge neutrality

�Z�n�0=0 and �
B0�0 are used in the derivation, i.e.,
equilibrium current is neglected. We note that Eq. �12� re-
covers the ideal MHD equations with pressure term and is
consistent with the formulation of XHMGC.26

Finally, we derive the BAE linear dispersion relation
only considering the fluid electron pressure for simplicity. In
the toroidal geometry, we can decompose perturbed quanti-
ties in n and m harmonic �m and n are poloidal and toroidal
mode number, respectively�, i.e., ���r ,� ,��=���r�ˆ exp�i�n�
−m��� �� and � are the poloidal and toroidal angle, respec-
tively�. In uniform plasmas, there is no diamagnetic drift in
Eq. �7�. We also drop the �v� term because k� =0 for the
BAE. In this case, only the E
B drift is considered and the
continuity equation is reduced to

��ne

�t
= − n0 � ·

c � ��̂ 
 B0

B0
2 . �13�

Since �Pe=n0e��eff=�neTe and using Eq. �13�, the pressure
term in Eq. �12� can be written as
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B0
2� · � 
 �B0

B0
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After ignoring the O��2 /q2� term and doing flux surface av-
erage, Eq. �12� becomes

1

r

d

dr
r��2

vA
2 − k�

2 −
2Cs

2

vA
2R0

2� d

dr
��̂ −

m2

r2 ��2

vA
2 − k�
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2Cs

2

vA
2R0
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−
k�

r

d�k��r�
dr

��̂ = 0. �15�

Here, Cs
2=Te /mi and k� = �n−m /q� /R0. Thus, the local dis-

persion relation for the Alfvén continuum with plasma pres-
sure effect can be given by

�2

vA
2 − k�

2 −
2Cs

2

vA
2R0

2 = 0. �16�

When k� = �n−m /q� /R0=0, the Alfvén continuum reaches the
accumulation point with a frequency defined as the BAE
frequency, which is the same as GAM frequency. More gen-
erally, the pressure term contains both the fluid electron and
kinetic ion pressure and the frequency is given by

�BAE =��7

2
Ti + 2Te�/�miR0

2� . �17�

Detailed derivations of the BAE frequency are presented in
Refs. 6, 23, and 24.

III. GTC SIMULATION OF BAE EXCITATION

In this simulation, we use a /R0=0.3 �a and R0 are toka-
mak minor and major radius, respectively�. Protons are used
as the background ions while Te is set to be 0 by letting
�E� =0. In this case, the Alfvén accumulation point frequency
is �BAE=�7Ti / �2miR0

2��1.32vi /R0 with vi=�2Ti /mi. The
background plasma is uniform with �=4�n0�Ti+Te� /B0

2

=0.0072. The q=2 mode rational surface locates at �=r /R0

=0.15 �r is the local minor radius�. The n=4 mode is se-
lected in the linear simulation. Since the BAE is a k� �0
mode, we additionally apply a poloidal filter to keep only the
m=nq and m=nq�1 harmonics to avoid the high frequency
noise. The wavelength of the BAE is k��i=0.09 and 32 grid
points per wavelength are used in the simulation.

First, an artificial antenna30 is used to excite the BAE.
Finite Larmor radius effects are ignored first. Figure 1�a� is
the time evolution of the �n=4, m=8� BAE mode excited
with an antenna frequency �ant=1.67vi /R0. The mode ampli-
tude saturates quickly due to the large damping rate. Figure
1�b� is the poloidal mode structure of the electrostatic poten-
tial. The m=8 harmonic is well formed around the q=2
mode rational surface. According to the driven resonant cav-
ity theory,43 if a damped eigenmode is excited by an antenna,
the saturated intensity of the eigenmode is given by

A2 �
1

��0
2 + �2 − �ant

2 �2 + 4�2�ant
2 . �18�

Here, A2 is the normalized saturated intensity and �0 and �
are the real frequency and damping rate of the eigenmode,
respectively. This method is also used in tokamak experi-
ments to measure the mode frequency and damping rate.34,35

Figure 1�c� is the antenna frequency scan of the saturated
BAE amplitude. The numerical fitting of the simulation re-
sults by Eq. �18� shows that the eigen frequency and damp-
ing rate are 1.65vi /R0 and −0.36vi /R0, respectively. The ob-
served frequency is about 25% higher than �BAE and also
about 15% higher than the theoretical prediction in Refs. 8,
23, 24, and 26. We note that these theories are based on the
assumption of small � and large q. The large damping rate
suggests that the thermal ion damping effect is strong be-
cause the BAE frequency is close to the thermal ion transit
frequency �t=vi / �qR0�.

Next, the energetic particle density gradient is used to
excite the BAE. We also use protons as the energetic par-
ticles. The maximum density gradient R /Lnf �46 is located
at the q=2 and �=0.15 surface. The energetic particles have
a Maxwellian distribution with Tf =16Ti and nf =0.01n0, re-
spectively. In this case, the energetic particle k��E=0.36. The
drift-kinetic limit is taken first for simplicity and for com-
parison with the gyrokinetic simulation with finite Larmor
radius effects. Figure 1�d� is the time evolution of the BAE
mode. Different from Fig. 1�a�, the energetic particle excited
BAE mode grows exponentially. The imaginary part of the
mode is � /2 leading the real part in phase, which means that

(a)

antenna

(c)

antenna scan

(d)

energetic particle

(b)

antenna

(e)

energetic particle

FIG. 1. �Color� �a� Time evolution and �b� poloidal mode structure of the
BAE excited by antenna with �ant=1.67vi /R0. �c� Saturated amplitude vs
antenna frequency. The dashed line is the numerical fitting by Eq. �18�. �d�
and �e� are the time evolution and poloidal mode structure of the BAE
excited by energetic particles. In �a� and �d�, the black line is the real part
and the red line is the imaginary part. In �b� and �e�, the dashed circle is the
q=2 surface.
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this wave is a traveling wave and propagates in the fast ion
diamagnetic direction. The mode frequency and growth rate
are 1.40vi /R0 and 0.25vi /R0, respectively. The frequency is
slightly lower than the antenna result due to the nonpertur-
bative contributions by energetic particles. Comparing the
poloidal mode structure of the antenna excitation case �Fig.
1�b�� and the energetic particle excitation case �Fig. 1�e��, the
mode structure in Fig. 1�b�, which corresponds to the MHD
theory, is slightly different from Fig. 1�e�, since the energetic
particles are treated nonperturbatively, which breaks the ra-
dial symmetry. The gyrokinetic simulation with finite Larmor
radius effects is also carried out with the same parameters
and the frequency and growth rate are 1.44vi /R0 and
0.19vi /R0, respectively. The difference between the gyroki-
netic and the drift-kinetic simulations for the BAE linear
growth rate is due to finite Larmor radius effects.

We further find that BAE frequency slightly depends on
the wave vector k��i and plasma � in the drift-kinetic limit.
Figures 2�a� and 2�b� show the k��i scan and the � scan for
the BAE frequency. We can see that the BAE frequency in
our simulation increases as k��i increases or as � decreases
in both antenna excitation and energetic particle excitation.
The wave vector dependence is due to finite Larmor radius
and the finite orbit width effects. Furthermore, we find that
the energetic particle excited BAE frequency is always
downshifted compared to the antenna cases due to the non-
perturbative contributions from the energetic particle. As we
can see from Fig. 2�a�, the larger the density gradient, the
stronger the frequency downshift. Meanwhile, the growth
rate changes little with respect to k��i and � but increases
strongly with larger density gradient. Different energetic par-

ticle temperature and density ratio are also used; we find that
the BAE frequency increases as Tf increases or as nf de-
creases. However, the growth rate is always enhanced as we
increase Tf or nf. In Fig. 2�d�, we extrapolate the frequency
to nf =0, where there is no energetic particle pressure, and
find that the frequency is quite close to the antenna excitation
results. From these figures we can see that the growth rate of
the BAE excited by the energetic particle is related to the
energetic particle drives �Tf, nf, etc�. Increasing either
R0 /Lnf, Tf, or nf can enhance the excitation of the BAE.

IV. VERIFICATION OF GYROKINETIC SIMULATION OF
BAE

Since this work is the first gyrokinetic particle simula-
tion of the BAE, we verify the GTC simulation by bench-
marking with a hybrid MHD-gyrokinetic code XHMGC

26,36

using the same parameters. In the following subsections, we
compare the BAE results between GTC and XHMGC using
initial perturbation, antenna excitation, and energetic particle
excitation, separately. The simulation parameters in both
codes are a /R0=0.1 and �=0.0072. The q=3 surface is lo-
cated at �=0.05. The n=3 toroidal mode is selected with the
m=nq and m=nq�1 harmonics kept in the poloidal direc-
tion. Electron temperature is set to be Te=0 and drift-kinetic
simulations are carried out for thermal and energetic ions.
There is a small difference in the geometry: GTC uses a
concentric circular cross-section in the current simulation,
while XHMGC has a Shafranov shift. GTC neglects the equi-
librium current but XHMGC keeps it. Numerical convergence
in GTC simulation has also been demonstrated.

A. BAE simulation with an initial perturbation

In the initial perturbation simulation, a harmonic of
�n=3, m=9� electron density perturbation is initiated
around the q=3 surface. Figure 3 is the BAE simulations by
GTC and XHMGC. This mode has a frequency of �
=1.47vi /R0 and a finite damping rate �=−0.07vi /R0 in the
GTC simulation, while �=1.42vi /R0 and �=−0.15vi /R0 in
the XHMGC simulation. The frequency in the two codes
agrees very well and also agrees with the theoretical result,6,7

which can be expected in the large q and small � limit. The
damping rate in GTC is smaller than XHMGC, which may be
due to the different equilibrium current and geometry used in
the two codes and the additional numerical viscosity and
resistivity in XHMGC. The final mode structures of GTC �Fig.
3�c�� and XHMGC �Fig. 4�d�� agree very well and are almost
the same as the initial state. There is no phase mixing in this
region, which means that this is an eigenmode rather than a
quasimode at the accumulation point of the Alfvén con-
tinuum. The existence of the eigenmode may be due to the
kinetic effects, which move the BAE frequency slightly
away from the accumulation point.26

B. BAE excitation by antenna

Antenna frequency scan is also carried out to find the
BAE frequency and damping rate in both GTC and XHMGC

simulation. Figure 4�a� is the time evolution of the

(a)

ω

γ

(c)

ω

γ

(b)

ω

γ

(d)

ω

γ

FIG. 2. �Color online� ��a� and �b�� Wave vector k��i scan and plasma �
scan of the BAE frequency excited by antenna�“+”� and energetic
particles�“
” and “�”�. 
 and � correspond to energetic particle density
gradient R0 /Lnf =46 and R0 /Lnf =25, respectively. ��c� and �d�� Tf scan and
nf scan of the BAE frequency. The “�” in �d� is the antenna excited BAE
frequency. The gray lines �or red lines online� are the growth rate. The finite
Larmor radius effects are ignored in all these simulations.
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�n=3, m=9� mode with antenna frequency �ant=1.46vi /R0

in the GTC simulation. We can see that the mode first grows
linearly and then saturates slower than the q=2 case in Fig.
1�b� because the damping is weaker for the q=3 case. Figure
4�b� shows the frequency scan of the saturated BAE ampli-
tude. The numerical fitting by Eq. �18� finds that the fre-

quency and damping rate are 1.47vi /R0 and −0.08vi /R0, re-
spectively. These results agree very well with the initial
perturbation results in Sec. IV A and further verify the valid-
ity of the GTC gyrokinetic simulation of the BAE. Figures
4�c� and 4�d� are the antenna excited poloidal mode struc-
tures in GTC and XHMGC simulation, respectively. The mode
structures from GTC and XHMGC agree with each other well
and are quite similar to the initial perturbation simulation in
Sect. IV A.

C. BAE excitation by energetic particles

In the energetic particle excitation simulation, we use
Tf =16Ti and nf =0.01n0. The maximum density gradient is
R /Lnf �34 and is located at the �=0.05, q=3 surface. Under
these parameters, the BAE mode grows exponentially. The
frequency and growth rate of the BAE are �=1.42vi /R0 and
�=0.27vi /R0 in GTC, while they are �=1.55vi /R0 and �
=0.12vi /R0 in XHMGC. Comparing with the initial and an-
tenna cases, the frequency downshifts slightly in GTC while
upshifts slightly in XHMGC. Figure 5 shows the excited BAE
mode structures in the poloidal plane. The �n=3, m= 9�
harmonic has a maximum amplitude at the q=3 mode ratio-
nal surface. The radial structures of the dominant m=9 har-
monic are almost the same between GTC and XHMGC,
while the subdominant m�1 harmonic structures are differ-
ent. This may be due to the differences of the simulation
geometry and equilibrium current in the two simulations. In
GTC, the peak of the m=10 harmonic corresponds to the q
=10 /3 surface. Nonetheless, comparing Figs. 5�c� and 5�d�,
the poloidal mode structures of the two simulations are quite
similar.

The convergence studies have also been done in the
GTC simulations of the BAE excited by energetic particles.
The scan of the number of grid points per wavelength Ng

(a)

GTC

(c)

GTC

(b)

XHMGC

0.9 0.95 1 1.05 1.1
−0.1

−0.05

0

0.05

0.1

(d)

XHMGC

FIG. 3. �Color� BAE simulations with an initial perturbation for the time
evolution of the �n=3, m=9� mode �upper panels� and final poloidal mode
structures �lower panels�. GTC and XHMGC simulation results are on the left
and right hand sides, respectively. In �a� and �b�, the black and red lines are
the real and imaginary parts, respectively. The dashed line in �c� is the
q=3 surface.

(a)

GTC

(c)

GTC

(b)

GTC

0.9 0.95 1 1.05 1.1
−0.1

−0.05

0

0.05

0.1

(d)

XHMGC

FIG. 4. �Color� BAE excitation by antenna. �a� Time evolution of the BAE
real and imaginary parts in GTC simulation. �b� Saturated BAE amplitude
vs antenna frequency. The dashed line is the numerical fitting by Eq. �18�.
�c� and �d� are the poloidal mode structure from GTC and XHMGC,
respectively.
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(c)
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(b)

XHMGC

m=10
m=9
m=8

0.9 0.95 1 1.05 1.1
−0.1

−0.05

0

0.05

0.1

(d)

XHMGC

FIG. 5. �Color� BAE excitation by energetic particles. Radial �upper panels�
and poloidal �lower panels� mode structures are shown. GTC and XHMGC

results are on the left and right hand sides, respectively.
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shows that both the real frequency and growth rate of the
BAE grow as Ng increases and gradually converge
�Fig. 6�a��. Simulations with different number of particles
per cell �Np� show that the simulation results are not sensi-
tive to the number of particles �Fig. 6�b��. Based on these
results, Ng=28 and Np=50 are adequate for the BAE linear
simulation.

In summary, the frequency and growth/damping rate
comparisons between GTC and XHMGC are presented in
Table I. We can see that the frequency of the initial pertur-
bation simulation in the two codes agrees quite well. In the
energetic particle excitation simulations, the GTC frequency
is slightly smaller than the XHMGC frequency. The damping
rate of the initial perturbation simulation agrees well with the
antenna simulation in GTC. XHMGC has a larger damping
rate than GTC in the initial perturbation simulations and the
growth rate in GTC is larger than XHMGC in the energetic
particle excitation simulations, possibly due to the numerical
viscosity and resistivity in XHMGC and the differences in the
equilibrium current and geometry.

V. SUMMARY

In this work, GTC is successfully used to study the BAE
in toroidal plasmas. In our simulation, the BAE real fre-
quency and damping rate measured in the initial perturbation
simulation and in the antenna excitation simulation agree
well with each other. The real frequency is slightly higher
than the ideal MHD accumulation point frequency due to the
kinetic effects of thermal ions. Simulations with energetic
particle density gradient show exponential growth of BAE
with a growth rate sensitive to the energetic particle tempera-
ture and density. The nonperturbative contributions by ener-
getic particles modify the mode structure and reduce the fre-

quency relative to the MHD theory. The finite Larmor radius
effects of energetic particles reduce the BAE growth rate.
Benchmarks between gyrokinetic particle simulation and hy-
brid MHD-gyrokinetic simulation show good agreement in
BAE real frequency and mode structure.
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